
Standard Quote Terms:

•Any modifications to model(s) and/or quantity may necessitate a requote.

•ARGESAN does not assure that the quoted models align with plans and specifications. Please review for
accuracy. Any disparity between quoted models and specifications/plans is the responsibility of the distributor/
customer to resolve.

•Models recommended using the crossover guide are functionally similar. ARGESAN does not guarantee
models to align with plans and specifications. Please compare with actual requirements to prevent errors. Refer
to technical data sheets for comprehensive product information related to dimensions, finishes, and mounting
hardware.

•Sales or Use Tax of any kind is not incorporated in any price presented above but can be included in your
order acknowledgment.

•The quote is subject to your acceptance within (30) days. Prices are grounded on current costs of labor and
material and are fixed for orders authorizing immediate shipment. If future shipment is requested, prices will be
subject to escalation to cover costs at the time of the requested shipment.

•Freight quotes are valid for 30 days. Charges are determined based on goods ordered at the time of the
quote/order placement. Alterations to service requests, addresses, ordered goods, ship dates, or a request to
split shipments will lead to updated freight charges.

Factory Quotes – Accessories Terms:

•Full Freight Allowed if over $5,000, Single Shipment Only.
•Shipment F.O.B.
•Longer lead times may apply for large jobs. Please check with Customer Service for an estimated delivery date.

Please note: if the quote results in an order, these models DO NOT qualify for a RETURN GOODS 
AUTHORIZATION.

Special Accessories Terms:

•Special Accessories DO NOT qualify for a RETURN GOODS AUTHORIZATION.

Project Quote Terms:

•Please note, there may be a longer lead time for large jobs. Please check with Customer Service for an
estimated delivery date.
•Some jobs with special pricing do not qualify for Rapid Response.
•Volume pricing is for Single Shipment Only.

QUOTE TERMS

The illustrations and descriptions herein are applicable to production as of the date of this Technical Data Sheet. 
The manufacturer reserves the right to, and does from time to time, make changes and improvements in designs and 
dimensions. 
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